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"My grandfather died peacefully in his sleep. Which is more than I can say for the three passengers he
had in his car at the time."

At school, John Blackman was voted the student most likely to recede. Despite this, he has emerged as one
of our best-loved funny men. Now the master of the microphone on TV's 'Hey Hey It's Saturday', the voice
behind the hat that is Dickie Knee, the king of the backhanders has compiled over 1400 of his all-time
favourite one-liners and jokes.

"It was so cold today, I saw a politician with his hand in his own pocket."

Following the side-splitting success of his previous books Don't Come the Raw Prawn! and The Best of
Aussie Slang, John has become the undisputed master of Aussie lingo. Now he takes on his biggest challenge
to date: to plumb the depths of the Aussie sense of humour!

"I have a lot of trouble sleeping. Sometimes I toss and turn at my desk all day."

Ever wished you could come up with an unforgettable one-liner at a crucial moment? Or be known as the
king or queen of jokes? This is the definitive book of jokes from all over the world that make Aussies laugh.
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From reader reviews:

Robert Gibson:

The book untitled Aussie Gags is the publication that recommended to you to learn. You can see the quality
of the guide content that will be shown to you. The language that author use to explained their ideas are
easily to understand. The article author was did a lot of research when write the book, so the information that
they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also will get the e-book of Aussie Gags from the
publisher to make you more enjoy free time.

Paul Hardy:

Spent a free a chance to be fun activity to complete! A lot of people spent their leisure time with their family,
or their own friends. Usually they undertaking activity like watching television, likely to beach, or picnic
inside the park. They actually doing ditto every week. Do you feel it? Do you wish to something different to
fill your free time/ holiday? Can be reading a book might be option to fill your free of charge time/ holiday.
The first thing you will ask may be what kinds of reserve that you should read. If you want to consider look
for book, may be the publication untitled Aussie Gags can be excellent book to read. May be it is usually
best activity to you.

Duane Harden:

Many people spending their time by playing outside with friends, fun activity using family or just watching
TV the whole day. You can have new activity to spend your whole day by reading through a book. Ugh, do
you think reading a book will surely hard because you have to take the book everywhere? It fine you can
have the e-book, bringing everywhere you want in your Smart phone. Like Aussie Gags which is having the
e-book version. So , try out this book? Let's observe.

Carlie Manson:

You can get this Aussie Gags by browse the bookstore or Mall. Only viewing or reviewing it might to be
your solve issue if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not only by
written or printed and also can you enjoy this book simply by e-book. In the modern era similar to now, you
just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your own
personal ways to get more information about your publication. It is most important to arrange yourself to
make your knowledge are still up-date. Let's try to choose right ways for you.
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